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A gruesome zombie plague that was unleashed when a terrorist sets off a dirty bomb in

the heart of a densely populated city, starts spreading like wildfire. Sarah’ dad, Mark

has been stricken and he is losing a lot of blood. With the help of an off duty Paramedic

they find themselves racing to an evacuation facility on the edge of town because they

know Mark’s life is on the line and he needs helps now if they have any chance of his

survival.

They had no idea what they were going to have to face once they arrive at the facility.

Blood is everywhere, all over the floors covering the bodies of others that were dying or

injured. There is doctors running back and forth, it was more than your ordinary chaos

one finds in a crowded emergency hospital room.

Mark starts having convulsions knocking him unconscious which causes his heart to stop

beating as he hits the floor. They stab him in the heart with an adrenalin needle which

makes Sarah faint.

When she wakes up all the chaos going on at the hospital have gone quiet. The place seems to be deserted.

Poor Sarah has no idea what is going to happen next as she stumbles around trying to find someone to help.

Below is a trailer so you can get a sneak preview.
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Some reviewers didn’t like The Hunt but others, that truly love horror flicks, enjoyed this movie, so why not

judge for yourself. Click on the Amazon link above to get your own copy. Pop some popcorn and sit back and

enjoy!

Jan Barrett
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